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Abstract: This paper emphasizes several dynamical aspects of a quadrotor induced by
propellers inertia, especially when its rotors are tilted or asymmetrically distributed around
its body. To achieve this, a simplified, linear model is established for a generic quadrotor and
successively applied in three cases: a flat and symmetric quadrotor, a V-shaped quadrotor and
finally an asymmetric quadrotor. The results are illustrated via numerical simulations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of quadrotors has dramaticaly increased during
the last decade, with the rise of consumer quadrotors.
These drones notably have applications in video making,
but also in industries, such as construction sites manage-
ment, agriculture monitoring or infrastructure inspection.

The most common quadrotor configuration is composed
of four fan propellers, symmetrically disposed around the
center of mass of the drone, alternating clockwise and anti-
clockwise directions of rotation, and all pointing toward
the vertical axis of the drone. This configuration is often
refered to as an ‘X4‘ configuration. The modelling and
control of X4 quadrotors has been intensively studied, in
such works as Shapovalov et al. (2014), Hamel et al. (2002),
Bangura and Mahony (2014), Pounds et al. (2006), etc.

With four propellers to control their six degrees of freedom
(DOF) of motion, quadrotors constitute underactuated
systems. Consequently, these 6DOF cannot be controled
independently. Nevertheless, the actions of the propellers
on the drone can be intuitively decoupled on an X4 quadro-
tor, which constitutes one advantage of this configuration.

However, with such a configuration, the dynamics on the
yaw axis is usually inferior to those on the roll and pitch
axes. This is due to the rotation around the yaw axis being
mostly controlled using the propellers drag torques, while
their lift is used for pitch and roll control, through the
leverage it induces. Depending on the configuration, the
latter tends to be 10 to 100 times stronger than the drag
torques, resulting in weaker dynamics on the yaw axis.

A solution to balance these dynamics is to tilt the pro-
pellers axes in order to have a leverage induced by the lift
on the yaw axis, too. This can be achieved by actuating
the orientation of the propellers, as in Moutinho et al.
? The first author is a first year PhD student. This work was
supported by Parrot Drones.

(2015), or by using non-X4 configurations. In Hossain
et al. (2012), an Y4 (‘V-tail‘) configuration is studied,
with the rear propellers tilted in a ‘V‘ shape. Studies on
a Lynxmotion Hunter V400 frame, a popular V-tail frame
among hobbyists, has also been lead recently in Bellocchio
et al. (2016).

Furthermore, when adding payloads on the drone, the
center of mass could be moved and the action of the
different propellers could become asymmetric. Such an
asymmetry can also be a matter of design, for instance,
in order to achieve a better aerodynamic profile.

The main contribution of this paper consists in analyzing
the effects of the propellers orientation and asymmetries
on a V-shaped quadrotor. More specifically, we highlight
a nonminimum phase behaviour on the pitch dynamics
due to the action of propellers inertia, appearing when the
V-angle increases. In addition, for asymmetrical drones,
coupling terms can arise between the different axes.

Notation. In the sequel, sx, cx, and tx are used to denote
sinx, cosx, and tanx, respectively.

2. QUADROTOR MODELLING

We consider the movement of a quadrotor equipped with
four propellers in the inertial reference frame RW =
(O,xW ,yW , zW ). We choose RB = (G,xB ,yB , zB) as
the body-fixed frame, with G the center of mass of the
quadrotor (Fig. 1). We assume zW = zB in case of hovering
without perturbation. The quadrotor and its propellers are
supposed to be rigid. The position of the center of mass in
the inertial frame is given by r = xxW +y yW +z zW , and
its speed in the inertial frame is denoted by ṙ = ẋxW +
ẏ yW + ż zW = uxB + v yB + w zB . We use Euler angles
(ϕ, θ, ψ) - convention ZY X - to describe the attitude
of the drone, and thus we define the rotation matrix R,
between RW and RB
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Denoting by ΩB/W = pxB+q yB+r zB the rotation speed
vector of the drone in the inertial frame, the following
expression holds(

ϕ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

)
=

(
1 sϕtθ cϕtθ
0 cϕ −sϕ
0 sϕ/cθ cϕ/cθ

)(
p
q
r

)
(1)

For small ϕ and θ angles, (1) is equivalent to
(
ϕ̇ θ̇ ψ̇

)
≈

(p q r). Finally, let m be the total mass of the quadrotor
and J = diag(Jx, Jy, Jz) its inertia tensor in RB .

We will next consider the propellers, the gravity and the
body drag influence in order to derive a linear model for
the system dynamics near the hovering equilibrium.

Propellers. The drone is equipped with four propellers,
(p1, p2, p3, p4). Denoting by Pi the center of mass of the
propeller pi, its position in the body-fixed frame RB is−−→
GPi = lxi xB+lyi yB+lzi zB . The rotation speed vector of
the propeller pi in RB is Ωpi/B = ωi zpi , with ωi > 0. The
orientation of zpi in RB is given by the angles ψi ∈ [−π, π]
and θi ∈ [0, π], as illustrated in Fig. 2, zpi = sθicψi xW +
sθisψi yW + cθi zW .

A quadratic model is chosen for the lift force Ti and drag
torque Γi applied on the i-th propeller

Ti = αi ω
2
i zpi , Γi = βi ω

2
i zpi (2)

with αi > 0 or αi < 0 depending on the orientation of the
propeller in RB , and βi < 0. We can linearize (2) near the
hovering equilibrium state by defining ωi = ωhi+δωi, with
ωhi the rotation speed of the i-th propeller when hovering
(without any perturbation such as wind or ground effect).
This allows approaching

Ti · zpi ≈ T0i + ai δωi, Γi · zpi ≈ Γ0i + bi δωi

with T0i = αi ωh
2
i , ai = 2αi ωhi, Γ0i = βi ωh

2
i , bi =

2βi ωhi. The leverage induced by propellers lift is then

Γli =
−−→
GPi ×Ti

Let us denote by Jpi the inertia of the i-th propeller with
respect to its rotation axis zpi . The reaction torque applied
on the quadrotor via the i-th propeller is given by

Γri = −Jpiω̇i zpi
We neglect the gyroscopic torques generated by the pro-
pellers, as they are much smaller than those induced by

the propellers drag and lift for small rotation speeds of the
drone. Since the quadrotor has four propellers, the total
force applied by the propellers on the drone is

∑4
i=1 Ti,

and the total torque is
∑4
i=1 (Γi + Γli + Γri).

Gravity. The gravity action on the drone is modeled
by a constant force fg = mg zW . For small angles, this
expression becomes

fg ≈ −mg θ xB +mg ϕyB +mg zB (3)

Body drag. We can add a simplified linear model of
the aerodynamic drag of the quadrotor body around the
hovering equilibrium state, as the combination of a force
fd and a torque τ d, given by

fd = −Cx uxB − Cy v yB − Cz w zB
τ d = −Cp pxB − Cq q yB − Cr r zB

Thus, with small but constant angles, the drone model
reaches a terminal velocity instead of accelerating indef-
initely. Close to the hovering equilibrium, the action of
body drag torques is reduced, since the rotation speed of
the drone is supposed to be small anyway.

Linear Model. Applying the fundamental principle of
dynamics leads to

mr̈ = fg + fd +
∑4
i=1 Ti

JΩ̇B/W = τ d +
∑4
i=1 (Γi + Γli + Γri) −ΩB/W×JΩB/W

(4)
At the hovering equilibrium, with (3), the following ex-
pression holds

0 = mg zB +
∑4
i=1 T0i zpi

0 =
∑4
i=1 Γ0i zpi

(5)

For small angular speeds of the quadrotor, the expres-
sion (4) can be linearized by neglecting the term ΩB/W ×
JΩB/W . Using (5), it comes

mu̇ = −mg θ − Cx u+ uu Jxṗ = −Cp p+ up
mv̇ = mg ϕ− Cy v + uv Jy q̇ = −Cq q + uq
mẇ = −Cz w + uw Jz ṙ = −Cr r + ur

(6)

where (uu uv uw up uq ur)
>

= Bω→u · (δω1 δω2 δω3 δω4)
>

+

Bω̇→u·(δω̇1 δω̇2 δω̇3 δω̇4)
>

, withBω→u = (B1 B2 B3 B4),
Bω̇→u = (B·1 B·2 B·3 B·4), and

Bi =


aisθicψi

aisθisψi

aicθi
bisθicψi

+ ai
(
lyicθi − lzisθisψi

)
bisθisψi

+ ai
(
lzisθicψi

− lxicθi

)
bicθi + aisθi

(
lxisψi

− lyicψi

)

, B·i =


0
0
0

−Jpisθicψi

−Jpisθisψi

−Jpicθi


(7)

Ideally, each of the 6DOF of the quadrotor would be
decoupled and controlled independently. However, with
only 4 propellers, the drone is underactuated and this is
not possible. Nevertheless, it is usually possible to decouple
the action of the propellers on the three rotation axes and
the z translation axis. In this context, let us define the
4× 4 mixing matrix

Bω→v = (04,2 I4)Bω→u
and its inverse, the unmixing matrix

Bv→ω = (Bω→v)
−1

A way to decouple w, p, q, and r is to introduce the
decoupled control signals (vw vp vq vr) such as



(uu uv uw up uq ur)
>

= Bω→u ·Bv→ω ·(vw vp vq vr)
>

+

Bω̇→u ·Bv→ω · (v̇w v̇p v̇q v̇r)
>

3. X4 AND V4 CONFIGURATIONS

X4 Quadrotor. A quadrotor is in X4 configuration when
its two plans (G,xB , zB) and (G,yB , zB) are symmetry
plans and the 4 propellers are oriented toward ±zB . For
an X4 configuration as shown on Fig. 1, we typically have
the following values for the system parametersψ1 θ1 lx1 ly1 lz1 a1 b1 Jp1
ψ2 θ2 lx2 ly2 lz2 a2 b2 Jp2
ψ3 θ3 lx3 ly3 lz3 a3 b3 Jp3
ψ4 θ4 lx4 ly4 lz4 a4 b4 Jp4

 =

0 π lx −ly 0 a −b Jp
0 0 lx ly 0 −a −b Jp
0 π −lx ly 0 a −b Jp
0 0 −lx −ly 0 −a −b Jp


(8)

with lx > 0, ly > 0, a > 0, and b > 0. We then find the
usual expressions

Bω→u =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−a −a −a −a
lya −lya −lya lya
lxa lxa −lxa −lxa
b −b b −b

, Bω̇→u =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Jp −Jp Jp −Jp


The propellers action on the x and y translation axes
are null and their action on the z translation axis and
the three rotation axes can be fully decoupled: Bω→u ·

Bv→ω =

(
02,4

I4

)
, Bω̇→u · Bv→ω =

(
05,3 05,1

01,3
Jp
b

)
. Then, we

can write

uu(s) = 0, uv(s) = 0, uw(s) = vw(s),

up(s) = vp(s), uq(s) = vq(s), ur(s) = (1 +
Jp
b s )vr(s),

(9)
with s the Laplace variable. To simplify the notation, the
dependence on the s variable of the input/output signals
is further omitted. Finally, using (6) and (9), we can write
the following transfer functions

u = −mg
s (Cq+Jy s )(Cx+ms )

vq , w = 1
Cz+ms

vw,

v = mg

s (Cp+Jx s )(Cy+ms )
vp, r =

1+
Jp
b
s

Cr+Jz s
vr

Propellers inertia induces a zero in the yaw dynamics. The
latter is usually significant, and allows us to reduce and to
smooth the control signals on this axis during dynamic
flight phases.

V4 Quadrotor. On an X4 configuration, the yaw axis
is controlled using the propellers drag and the reaction
torques. These tend to be one or more orders of mag-
nitude inferior to the torques induced by the propellers
lift on the roll and pitch axes. One way to improve a
quadrotor dynamics on its yaw axis is then to tilt its
propellers in a V-shape, as illustrated on Fig. 3. Some-
times only the rear propellers are tilted (called a V-
Tail or Y4 configuration). In the present paper, we sup-
pose that all the four propellers are tilted the same way
(V4 configuration). In this context, we choose the same
parameters as (8) with the difference (ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4) =(
π
2

π
2 −

π
2 −

π
2

)
, (θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4) = (π − ϑ ϑ π − ϑ ϑ)

and (lz1 lz2 lz3 lz4) = (lz lz lz lz), with ϑ ∈
[
0, π2

]
.

Such a configuration leads to

Fig. 3. A V-shaped quadrotor

Bω→u =
0 0 0 0

asϑ −asϑ −asϑ asϑ
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a
(
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)
−a
(
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(
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(
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A part of the propellers lift is now added to their drag

torques on the yaw axis, improving the dynamics of the
drone on this axis. However, these drag torques also appear
on the pitch axis now, and counter a part of the propellers
lift, degrading the dynamics on this axis.

Inversing the rotation direction of each propeller (by
changing the angles ψi and θi) leads to

Bω→u =
0 0 0 0

asϑ −asϑ −asϑ asϑ
−acϑ −acϑ −acϑ −acϑ

a
(
lycϑ − lzsϑ

)
−a
(
lycϑ − lzsϑ

)
−a
(
lycϑ − lzsϑ

)
a
(
lycϑ − lzsϑ

)
bsϑ + alxcϑ bsϑ + alxcϑ −bsϑ − alxcϑ −bsϑ − alxcϑ
−bcϑ + alxsϑ bcϑ − alxsϑ −bcϑ + alxsϑ bcϑ − alxsϑ


The propellers lift now counters the propellers drag on the
yaw axis, degrading the yaw dynamics. Since the propellers
have been tilted in order to increase the yaw dynamics, this
solution is not pertinent here. For this reason, hereafter,
we will keep the directions of rotation as shown on Fig. 1
for the propellers.

Using the expressions

Bω→u ·Bv→ω =

 0 0 0 0
0 Kpv 0 0

I4


Bω̇→u ·Bv→ω =

 04,4

0 0 τq 0
0 0 0 τr

 (10)

with Kpv = sϑ
lycϑ−lzsϑ , τq =

Jpsϑ
bsϑ−alxcϑ , τr =

Jpcϑ
bcϑ+alxsϑ

,

the following transfer functions are obtained

uu = 0, uv = Kpv vp, uw = vw,
up = vp, uq = (1 + τq s )vq, ur = (1 + τr s )vr

The differences with respect to (9) are the following: uv
and up are now coupled and a zero appears on the pitch
axis, as a part of the torques induced by the propeller
inertia. For realistic ϑ angles and a, b, and lx coefficients,
the propellers lift action on the pitch axis is still much
stronger than the action of the propellers drag torques,
and bsϑ < alxcϑ. This zero on the pitch axis is usually
a positive real scalar, inducing a nonminimum phase
behaviour on the pitch axis. However, this is usually a
high frequency zero that only affects the very beginning of
the transient response of the pitch axis (see Section. 4).

Finally, using (6), we can write the next transfer functions

u = −mg 1+τq s

s (Cq+Jy s )(Cx+ms )
vq , w = 1

Cz+ms
vw,

v =
mg+KpvCp s +KpvJx s

2

s (Cp+Jx s )(Cy+ms )
vp, r = 1+τr s

Cr+Jz s
vr



It can be noticed that zeros are introduced in the transfer
functions of the speeds u and v, in comparison to the X4
configuration.

Asymmetrical Quadrotor. Due to payloads, aerody-
namic design or other reasons, industrial quadrotors can
have asymmetric configurations. For instance, the distance

||
−−→
GPi|| can differ from one propeller to another, or the

propellers themselves can be different. We study here a
drone which has a front/back asymmetry, but the same
reasoning can be applied to other configurations. The
difference with (8) is (upperscript f for front, b for back)lx1 ly1 a1 b1 Jp1

lx2 ly2 a2 b2 Jp2
lx3 ly3 a3 b3 Jp3
lx4 ly4 a4 b4 Jp4

 =

 lfx −lfy af −bf Jfp
lfx lfy −af −bf Jfp
−lbx lby ab −bb Jbp
−lbx −lby −ab −bb Jbp

 (11)

Such a configuration leads to

Bω→u ·Bv→ω =

(
02,4

I4

)
Bω̇→u ·Bv→ω =

(
05,4

0 τpr 0 τrr

)
with τpr =

bbJf
p−b

fJb
p

af bblfy+abbf lby
, τrr =

af lfyJ
b
p+a

blbyJ
f
p

af bblfy+abbf lby
. Depending

on the configuration, propellers inertia can now couple the
roll and yaw axes during dynamic flight phases, i.e.

uw = vw, up = vp, uq = vq,
ur = (1 + τrr s )vr + τpr s vp

For the same set of parameters as in (11), with the dif-
ference (ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4) =

(
π
2
π
2 −

π
2 −

π
2

)
, (θ1 θ2 θ3 θ4) =(

π − ϑf ϑf π − ϑb ϑb
)
, (lz1 lz2 lz3 lz4) =

(
lfz l

f
z l

b
z l

b
z

)
,

i.e. a V-shaped quadrotor with front/back asymmetries,
we can show that

Bω→u ·Bv→ω =

 0 0 0 0
0 Kpv 0 Krv

I4


Bω̇→u ·Bv→ω =

 04,4

τwq 0 τqq 0
0 τpr 0 τrr

 (12)

with Kpv, Kpv, τwq, τpr having a null/positive/negative
value, depending on the configuration, τqq usually negative
as previously seen and inducing a positive zero in the pitch
dynamics, and τrr usually positive. This leads to

uv = Kpvvp +Krvvr, uw = vw, up = vp,

uq = (1 + τqq s )vq + τwq s vw,

ur = (1 + τrr s )vr + τpr s vp

The transfer functions of the linearized model (6) become

u = −mg
1

(Cq + Jy s )(Cx +ms )

(
(1 + τqq s )

s
vq − τwqvw

)
v =

mg +KpvCp s +KpvJx s2

s (Cp + Jx s )(Cy +ms )
vp +

Krv

Cy +ms
vr

w =
1

Cz +ms
vw, r =

1 + τrr s

Cr + Jz s
vr +

τpr s

Cr + Jz s
vp

The front/back asymmetry can then couple the roll and
yaw dynamics, and the pitch and vertical acceleration
dynamics. Up to two additional zeros can be introduced
in the pitch and yaw dynamics depending on the con-
figuration. These real zeros can be positive or negative,
depending on the configuration.
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Fig. 4. Propellers speed at the hovering equilibrium state
ωh, and steady state propellers speed control signals
δωi in response to vw, vq, and vr steps, for different
V angles of a given symmetric V4 quadrotor.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

Motor model. For the following simulation study, each
brushless motor is controlled by a rotation speed controller
which is assumed to confer the motors a second order low-
pass filter behaviour near the hovering equilibrium state

δω̈i + 2ξiω0i δω̇i + ω0
2
i δωi = ω0

2
i uωi

We also assume that the control law is designed to give the
same dynamics to each motor, regardless the asymmetry
of the drone. For the following simulations, these second
order filters have a damping factor ξi close to 1.

Case 1: V4 quadrotor simulation. A simulation of the
linear model was performed for a symmetric quadrotor in
V4 configuration, for different values of the V-angle ϑ, and
with a realistic set of parameters (mass, inertia, thrust and

drag coefficients, ||
−−→
GPi|| distances). For a V-angle of 10◦

on each propeller, the required propellers rotation speeds
δωi to achieve a given torque on the yaw axis was divided
by two in steady state (see Fig. 4). In the mean time, those
required to obtain a given torque on the pitch axis and a
given force on the z axis were nearly unchanged (less than
5% higher), up to a ϑ angle of 20◦ ( ∼ 10% higher).

Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the total propellers torque
on the pitch axis uq in response to a step of decoupled
control torque vq. The impact of the V-angle on a PID-
controlled pitch angle closed-loop was also simulated.
The PID controller was tuned for a 0◦ V-angle, and its
robustness regarding the positive real zero introduced by
the V-angle is presented Fig. 6. As expected, the bigger the
V-angle ϑ, the stronger the nonminimum phase behaviour
in the pitch dynamics. However, the step response of
uq/vq typically reaches its minimum in less than 10ms
(Fig. 5), and the overshoot increases by 20% for a 40◦

V-angle on Fig. 6, and could be reduced by retuning the
PID controller. Hence, the nonminimum phase behavior
on the pitch axis is hardly visible for an angle ϑ that
could reasonably be encountered on a potential industrial
quadrotor.

In the mean time, Fig. 7 illustrates that as ϑ increases,
the impact of propellers inertia dramatically decreases on
the yaw axis (∼ halved for ϑ = 20◦). As a consequence,
if the V4 configuration improves the static gain between
propellers speeds and propellers torques on zB , it could
degrade the bandwidth on the yaw axis.



The impact of the coupling gain Kpv in (10) is illustrated
by Fig.8. The force generated by the term mg ϕ (in blue
solid line) behaves more or less as a double integrator
regarding vp (and does not depend on ϑ). The dashed red
line stands for the evolution of the term Kpv vp, consisting
in a simple static gain. Only the motor dynamics remains
(also present in the term mg ϕ), giving here a second order
low-pass filter behavior. The red line represents the sum of
these two terms, and can be compared to the blue line to
emphasize the extra dynamics added by the term Kpv vp
on the V4 configuration.

Consequently, for a quadrotor designed to achieve high
velocities along xB , it could be more interesting to tilt the
propellers around yB , instead of xB . This way, the roll
dynamics would be degraded, leading to a nonminimum
phase behaviour, in favour of a better yaw dynamics, while
the pitch dynamics would have a slightly higher bandwidth
due to a coupling term between vq and uu.
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Case 2: Asymmetrical V-shaped quadrotor sim-
ulation. The model was also simulated in the case of
V-shaped quadrotors containing front/back asymmetries.
Several ‘realistic‘ configurations were simulated, including

a 3:1 ratio in terms of ||
−−→
GPi|| distances or propellers prop-

erties between the front and the back of the quadrotor, as
well as V-tail configurations. The simulations confirmed
the expected additional coupling terms brought by the
asymmetries (see Section 5). However, their impact on the
closed loop system was negligible most of the time. Only
the term Krv in (12) appeared significant for some V-tail
configurations.

5. CONCLUSION

An X4 quadrotor can profit from propellers inertia to
reduce and smooth yaw control signals during dynamic
flight phases. However, using a simplified linear model of
the quadrotor, we highlighted that, for a V-shape configu-
ration, these inertia confer a nonminimum phase behaviour

to the pitch dynamics. This phenomenon may require
caution for controllers stability on this axis. Nevertheless,
simulations showed that for reasonable V angles, this be-
haviour can be neglected. Coupling terms were also high-
lighted when asymmetries arise between the propellers,
especially in the case of V-tail configurations, for which
yaw and lateral translation can be highly coupled.

In future work, a more profound study will be conducted
on the nonlinear MIMO dynamics of the quadrotor, in
order to better measure the impact of these coupling terms
and additional zeros. Tests on a real system will be carried
out in order to experimentally validate the results obtained
in the simulation study.

In particular, far from the hovering equilibrium, not only
the linearizations conducted Section 2 are not valid any-
more, but much more complicated phenomena become
significant. As described in Bristeau et al. (2009) or Huang
et al. (2009), the propellers thrust can significantly devi-
ate from their rotation axis due to aerodynamic effects.
The drone body itself can also deform when experiencing
high mechanical stress, modifying the orientation of the
propellers.

In this context, there may be situations where, while the
propellers are indeed oriented in a V-shape, their thrusts
are not, or the effects of the V-shape become negligible
regarding, for instance, other phenomena.
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